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Abstract: Mobile phone data represents an original source of information about the movements of
individuals across territories and, in particular, of visitors. The systematic use of this data for statistical
purposes is expected to provide several advantages: timeliness, deeper geographical and time granularity,
and reduction of the statistical burden of respondents. To check whether that expectation is well placed,
this paper reports a bibliometric analysis and a subsequent literature review of the recent contributions
to the use of mobile phone data in quantifying the volume of tourist flows. The main findings show
that the systematic exploitation of mobile phone data for producing tourism statistics is still limited
in terms of countries (Estonia, Indonesia) and domain (international flows). Furthermore, the basic
definitions of visitors stated by the EU Regulation 692/2011 are rarely applied on mobile phone data,
and the population of visitors/tourists is often derived as a residual group after having identified the
other people movements (residents, commuters). Both the literature review and a brief case study of the
Metropolitan City of Florence show the main weaknesses of mobile phone data, which include costs,
privacy restrictions, statistical issues of representativeness, among others. Finally, it is clear that mobile
phone data cannot completely substitute current surveys on tourism flows because they do not include
some noteworthy information concerning a tourist’s motivations and a trip’s characteristics.
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1. Introduction

In the last decade, the rapid advances and widespread use of tracking technologies (GPS,
mobile phone positioning, georeferenced social data) have opened up new development potentials in
the analysis of tourism with particular reference to the movement of visitors in a territory,
monitoring of access to local attractors, connectivity between communication tools for enhancing
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tourists’ experiences (e.g., augmented reality), and support of Destination Management
Organizations’ activities.

As smartphones have become the preferred devices for accessing the Internet (Wang et al., 2012),
they play an important role in providing information for tourism, especially about tourists’ behavior. On
the other hand, the increasing number of short trips, same-day visits, and non-rented accommodations
(i.e., accommodation provided by family/friends, second homes) requires the production of tourism
statistics to be adapted to the changes in tourist behavior (European Commission, 2011), thus
communication devices are becoming a promising source even for large scale surveys (Daas et al.,
2015; Eurostat, 2014b,c).

National Statistical Institutes (NSI) around the world are still experimenting with the use of
mobile phone data (MPD) within the wider project of the exploitation of big data. Big data constitutes
an information platform capable of feeding different forms of knowledge generation. The UNECE
classification of big data identifies three major categories: social networks (blogs and comments, sms,
etc.), traditional business systems (commercial and credit card transactions, etc.), Internet of things,
the last one including also MPD for tracking purposes. Many sources of big data fall into the category
of “administrative data”. And just like administrative data, big data is analyzed according to survey
frameworks that are different from those they were collected for. That is the real challenge, together
with their integration with other forms of data sources such as official statistical data. For Europe, it is
worth mentioning the Call launched by Eurostat in 2012 (Eurostat, 2014b), the UN Global Working
Group on Big Data (UN, 2019), the analogous UNECE Working Group (UNECE, 2019), the ESSnet
Big Data II project (Nurmi, 2018; Nurmi and Piela, 2019) ∗, and the Global Forum on tourism statistics
in 2015 and 2016.

To date, several review studies on the use of MPD in tourism have been published: Kim and Law
(2015), Law et al. (2018), Ortega-Fraile et al. (2018), Shoval and Ahas (2016), and Yuan et al. (2019).
In those reviews, the perspective was that of marketers and consumers as the analyzes were mainly
focused on practices in hospitality and tourism, and visitors’ behavior. In all, the major findings proved
that MPD have many effective applications in tourism practices, but there is still the question of whether
they provide valuable support for the production of official tourism statistics.

The aim of this paper is to carry out a review of the experiences of the use of MPD in the perspective
of quantifying tourist flows for the production of tourism statistics.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section summarizes the phenomena to be measured
according to the EU Regulation 692/2011 (European Commission, 2011) and discusses the main strengths
and weaknesses of MPD in tourism statistics. Moreover, section two provides an empirical evidence of
the use of mobile phone data the quantification of tourists’ flows in the Metropolitan City of Florence.
Section three includes a bibliometric analysis of the documents retrieved from the Scopus database (years
2002–2021). The R package bibliometrix with the related Shiny App Biblioshiny, has been employed
for that purpose (Aria and Cuccurullo, 2017). Moreover we carry out a literature review by analyzing
a subset of retrieved documents, more focused on the issue of the production of tourism statistics. The
major findings show that, after a great interest in the topic, limitations and costs of accessing data, the
complexity in their management and preprocessing make the use of MPD still limited in terms of domain
(only international tourism) and place (Estonia, Indonesia). However, MPD also is used for the compilation
of the Balance of Payments (Saluveer et al., 2020). Concluding remarks are reported in the final section.

∗ https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cros/content/essnet-big-data-0_en.
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2. Major phenomena in tourism and statistical measurement: current surveys and MPD

2.1. Major phenomena in tourism

In this section we briefly remind the fundamental concepts underlying the statistical measurement of
tourist flows, emphasizing how such concepts are operationalized in current surveys and in the exploitation
of MPD. The basic reference is the EU Regulation 692/2011 that, across EU member States, is the common
framework for the systematic development, production and dissemination of statistics on tourism.

Article 2 of the cited Regulation establishes the measurement of the following tourism phenomena
(European Commission, 2011; Eurostat, 2014a): domestic tourism (visits within a country by residents);
inbound tourism (visits to a country by not residents); outbound tourism (visits abroad). The pivotal
concepts involved in the identification of the above types of tourism is usual environment intended as the
geographical area (though not necessarily a contiguous one), within which an individual conducts their
regular life routines. From that, visitors identifies those who take a trip outside their usual environment;
the term tourists indicates visitors with at least one overnight stay but a stay less than one year;:
same-day visitors are visitors with no overnight stay.

2.2. Current surveys

Two broad types of data sources are provided according to the cited Regulation: demand-side and
accommodation data.

Demand-side data concern the domain of domestic and international (inbound, outbound) tourism
(Table 1), and are recorded from the perspective of visitors through traditional household surveys (survey
on residents, and the so called border surveys). Such surveys textcolorbluecatch also same-day visitors,
and allow gathering a valuable set of information on individual and trip’s characteristics, including the
purpose of the visit. In addition, surveys on residents also measure the non-participation in tourism.
With regard to non-sampling errors, the most important is likely the recall bias as a significant number
of respondents may not accurately remember the number of visits, time and length of the trip, etc.
Additional drawbacks are concerned with limitations in time and space granularity of the data (besides
the issues of timeliness typical of sample surveys).

Accommodation data are recorded by official establishments (defined in Article 2 of the cited
Regulation) and refer to domestic and inbound flows (Table 1). Such data report the number of
customers (i.e., arrivals) and overnight stays classified by the features of establishments such as type
(hotel, B&B, etc.), quality (number of stars), etc. Accommodation data fail to capture same-day visitors
(as there must be at least one night spent) and unobserved tourism: that is, nights spent in unofficial
accommodation (e.g., secondary houses, friends’ and relatives’ homes), and nights spent in official
establishments deliberately unreported for fiscal reasons (De Cantis et al., 2015; Guizzardi and Bernini,
2012). In some EU countries, such as Italy, accommodation data are produced by a total survey.
The minimal geographical scale is the municipality (LAU2); the georeferencing of accommodation
establishments would improve data granularity, without resorting to big data (Othman et al., 2010).
However, confidentiality issues do not allow this, nor is the release of tourist flows data for small
municipalities allowed.
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Table 1. Tourist flows and related statistical sources within brackets.

To country A Abroad

Domestic flows Outgoing flows
From Country A (resident-household surveys (resident-household

and accommodation data) and border surveys)
Inbound flows

From Abroad (border surveys and —
accommodation data)

Note: our elaboration of Figure 1–1.2 in Eurostat (2014a).

With regard to the identification of usual environment, no rule is applied in accommodation data as
each customer is considered as a tourist. Conversely, in demand-side data, the Eurostat manual (Eurostat,
2014a) recommends, as a general rule, “to leave the interpretation of the usual environment to the subjective
feeling of the respondent and to encourage a spontaneous reply”. Only in case of doubt, should the
interviewer apply four objective criteria in a cascade manner (Antolini and Grassini, 2020; European
Commission, 2011; Masiero, 2016): 1) the crossing of administrative borders (or the distance from the
place of usual residence); 2) the duration of the visit; 3) the frequency of the visit; and 4) the purpose of the
visit. For international trips, Eurostat (2014a) recommends a minimum threshold of 3 hours.

2.3. Mobile phone data

Several documents produced by NSIs can be referred to for the experimentation of MPD in tourism
statistics. The main publications are some reports by Eurostat and the UN Global Working Group on
Big Data for Official Statistics (Eurostat, 2014b,c; UN, 2019). In addition, we should also mention the
ESSnet Big Data II project within the European Statistical System, under which a cooperation network
between the Nordic EU countries was established†.

MPD used for statistical purposes are generated by active or passive events. Active events consist
of actions that are initiated by or targeted to a subscriber or mobile device (and generally reside in the
billing system of the MNO: Mobile Network Operator). The billing domain stores call detail records
(CDR) with also time attributes, and location information. Passive events consist of signaling or probing
data that derive from a MNO’s activity of monitoring the network performance. They allow a major
time granularity of information and do not depend on the behavior of the subscriber (who might have
diurnal or daily differences in the use of mobile phone), but increase considerably the number of events,
requiring a more capable technology for handling very huge datasets.

Tighter data can be produced with the direct involvement and agreement of the tourists, who are called
to use special apps for tracking their movements. Those apps can produce continuous, fine grained data
that can determine tourists’ movement and dispersal (Birenboim, 2016; Hardy et al., 2017). However, the
use of such technologies is generally circumscribed to local attractions or involves a sample of subscribers
in the case of larger territories. In some studies, enhanced mobile phones have been used to assess, with a
cross check, the type of information derived from cell data (Raun et al., 2016).

In the followings, we refer to CDR data that are the most used information for statistical purposes.
A crucial issue is the identification of the visitor (i.e. one-day visitor or tourist). That task requires the

† https://norden.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1413891/FULLTEXT01.pdf.
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identification of the subscriber, with location and time attributes which in turn allow the recognition of
subscriber’s usual environment.

Regarding the identification of the subscriber, the identifier should be unique in the time span of
the analysis. Major drawbacks are concerned with the facts that people may carry several devices with
them (Dattilo et al., 2016). Moreover, any socio-demographic attribute of the subscribers—that we
currently find in survey data—is usually collected in an external database to CDR, which the MNO uses
for customer profiling.

About location, for domestic and inbound roaming data, the geographical reference is the coverage
area of the network cell. The geographical reference in outbound roaming is limited to foreign countries
and not smaller geographical regions (Eurostat, 2014c). However, due to the limiting information of the
roaming service, any frequent trip abroad tends to expand the size of the usual environment to include
the foreign country. Another case is when a foreign tourist buys a SIM of the country visited: they
ceases to be a tourist. Of course, the location of CDR data is less accurate than the one measured with
GPS. In particular, cell data cannot directly produce information at the LAU2 or lower level; thus, a
data pre-processing which takes into account the distribution of cells in the municipal area is required.
In this respect, there are significant statistical challenges not overcome yet; referring cell data to the
territory, and inferring the reference population from the number of identified subscribers imply the
use of specific statistical spatial models. For this purpose, the market share of the service provider is
generally used. Thus, an additional issue stems from the increasing fragmentation of the market that
would force NSIs to take agreements with several providers: in fact, in 2010, the market share of the top
provider was 33% in Italy and Germany, 41% in France and 44% in Spain‡.

The precision of the location is also associated with the size of the area: “[B]ecause visitors do not
use a mobile phone at every place, the smaller the geographical level, the less representative the mobile
data will be when it concerns tourism visits to those places” (Eurostat, 2014c). Another significant
difficulty is the identification of the main destination, which is generally the place where the last event
is located (Eurostat, 2014c), whilst this is directly indicated by the respondent in traditional surveys.

Together with location, time information is crucial for the identification of the usual environment,
which is certainly the major concern in the use of MPD. A long-term unique continuous ID has to be
used to identify the subscriber in order to detect a meaningful place (Eurostat, 2014c) or the so called
anchor point (Ahas et al., 2010). This last study applied an observation length of 12 months, according
to the Regulation principles. In another research (Seynaeve et al., 2016), the usual place of residence
was roughly approximated by the place where the subscriber is most often observed at 4 a.m. over a
given period of time. In practice, the municipality border criterion is difficult to apply as its success
depends on the density of antennas in the territory.

By taking into account, subscriber ID, time and location, the identification of visitors/tourists is
mostly made in a residual way, after having identified the other sub-populations present in the territory
(residents, commuters, etc.).

Comparatively to accommodation statistics, MPD can identify same-day visitors, as well as those
visitors who spend nights within their usual environment but are not able to distinguish whether they
stay in a hotel or at home. There are studies aiming at quantifying sub-populations (visitors, etc.) by
inferring human behavior from the buildings where subscribers stay (e.g., bank, public office, hotel);

‡ Eurostat Telecommunication Statistics: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?title=
Archive:Telecommunication_statistics&direction=next&oldid=153514).
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however, the feasibility of those approaches is questionable (Osaragi and Kudo, 2020). Comparatively
to survey data, MPD fail to provide information on the characteristics of the tourist, of the trip, on the
reasons for the trip. Another drawback of MPD (in comparison to both official data sources) is the
impossibility of distinguishing the type of accommodation facility (hotel, bed and breakfast, etc.).

But, overall, the biggest challenge in the use of MPD is concerned with the restrictions due to
data protection regulations that hardly allow access to the original MNO’s data (even if anonymized).
Regarding privacy restriction, some scholars argued that new forms of “data anonymization” should be
explored to achieve a balance between the societal value of statistical data and the protection of privacy
of individuals (de Montjoye et al., 2018).

Another noteworthy issue is the expensive cost related to data preprocessing. Basically, MNOs
provide either event-based or aggregated data. For the purpose of producing statistics, aggregate data
significantly reduces the options and lowers the quality (e.g., a longitudinal analysis cannot be carried
out). However, this is the easiest option for obtaining data from MNOs.

At present, only two countries currently apply mobile phone technology for providing official
statistical data: Estonia and Indonesia, who in 2017, also signed a Cooperation Contract for defining a
“Quality Assurance Framework and Methodology Concept Development for Mobile Positioning Data.”
In Estonia, the private company Positium (originally a spin-off of University of Tartu) is developing
methodology and technology for processing MPD for human mobility analyzes and statistical indicators.
Data on international tourism are produced, that also serve in the estimation of the Balance of Payments.
The great experience of Estonia, thanks to Ahas and collaborators’ works, has provided a noteworthy
wealth of knowledge even in the Eurostat project already mentioned.

In Italy, the use of MPD for producing official statistics is part of a wider project on the exploitation
of new data sources (i.e. big data) for various domains: nowcasting of economic phenomena, small area
estimates of unemployment, consumer price indexes, etc. In 2015, ISTAT (the Italian NSI) participated
in the mentioned task force promoted by UNECE and launched a series of experiments, among which
was the project Persons and Places, that should integrate the information on mobility collected through
the Permanent census of population and housing (ISTAT, 2014).

2.4. A case study of MPD use: the Metropolitan City of Florence

In 2017, the Statistical Office of the Metropolitan City of Florence began an experiment in the use
of MPD for quantifying the population present in its territory. A major concern was the presence of
temporary visitors (i.e., same-day visitors and tourists), as the crowding in the UNESCO site of the
city was becoming relevant. Vodafone released pre-processed data related to May-September of 2016
(five months). For privacy purposes and because Vodafone had already started an experiment of MPD
preprocessing, released data were aggregated at the level of the census area (23 areas) with daily 6-hour
slots (Morning 6.00–12.00 a.m., Afternoon 12.00–18.00 p.m., Evening 18.00–00.00 p.m., Nighttime
00.00–6.00 a.m.). The ACE average surface is 2.91 sqkm and the average population is 17,232 residents.
Released data included two datasets of profiled subscribers: 1) unique subscribers and 2) statistical
presences (each subscriber was weighted with time of stay). The profiled groups provided by Vodafone
were as follows.

1. Residents: subscribers whose telephone “resides permanently” in the city in the survey month and
in the previous and following month. The category includes registered residents who actually live
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in the city and non-registered residents who usually live in the city. Conversely, it does not include
registered residents who do not live in Florence.

2. Commuters: subscribers whose telephone is “resident” outside the municipality of Florence but
who come regularly to Florence (at least 3 days a week and for 12 weeks, in the reference period
of May-September 2016).

3. Italian visitors: subscribers whose phone is “resident” outside the municipality of Florence, who
have occasionally come to Florence (not necessarily once) in the period.

4. Foreign visitors: all individuals whose cellular phone is “resident” outside Italy and who have
occasionally come to Florence in the period.

By considering: 1) the number of Italian mobile phones managed by Vodafone (compared to the
total), 2) the number of foreign mobile phones that are in roaming with Vodafone network (compared to
the total), and 3) the numerical ratio between cell phones used and resident population (children, adults,
elderly), Vodafone has developed an algorithm that makes it possible to report the MPD data to the
population, but whose operation is unknown because it is protected by trade secret.

Examining the 2016 data, MPD patterns are broadly consistent with official accommodation data.
Most of the foreigners were mainly in the historical center, with a great number of those visitors from
the United States, followed by France and the United Kingdom. Most of the Italian tourists came from
the regions of Tuscany, Lazio, Lombardy, and Emilia-Romagna.

Table 2 reports the monthly number of overnight stays of Italian and foreign tourists from
accommodation data (Official Data: OD) and MPD. Specifically, MPD figures are the sum of the
weighted presences of profiled groups 3 and 4, between 0:00 and 6:00 a.m. hours, assuming that
whoever was present at that time was sleeping. The comparison involves monthly data, which is the
referring period of released OD.

As expected, MPD are greater than OD figures. In particular, Italian MPD figures are more than
double of OD ones, denoting the inclusion in MPD of non-official accommodations (e.g., visit relatives,
friends, second homes, etc.). Moreover, commuters who go to Florence less than 3 times a week are
also included. Conversely, foreign OD and MPD do not differ so much: traditional accommodation
establishments may be more common among foreigners (i.e., minor use of non-official accommodation
facilities), and with foreigners, there may be a minor under-reporting by firms for fiscal motivations.
At the same time, there may be less phone use, as well, especially by people from distant countries
(Saluveer et al., 2020).

Seasonal variation is less pronounced for foreigners. Moreover, MPD suggest that seasonality is
greater than appears from OD (Figure 1). Both domestic and foreign series exhibit different pattern
between May-Jun and Aug-Sep: in the first period, the concentration of overnight stays from MPD is
greater than OD whereas the opposite occurs in Aug-Sep. The great discrepancies between domestic
MPD and OD percentages raises the suspicion that MPD also include residents who, in August, leave
the city for vacation.

National Accounting Review Volume 3, Issue 1, 50–68.
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Table 2. Metropolitan City of Florence: number of tourists’ overnight stays from
accommodation data (Official Data: OD) and MPD.

Time Italian Italian Italian Foreign Foreign Foreign Total Total
OD MPD MPD/OD MPD OD MPD/OD OD MPD

May-16 182,435 537,664 2.95 714,189 864,838 1.21 896,624 1,402,502
Jun-16 186,383 587,400 3.15 686,642 838,890 1.22 873,025 1,426,290
Jul-16 145,003 415,617 2.87 811,144 889,266 1.10 956,147 1,304,883

Aug-16 143,196 294,779 2.06 762,087 833,590 1.09 905,283 1,128,369
Sep-16 164,211 454,350 2.77 728,235 795,750 1.09 892,446 1,250,100

Note: processing of Vodafone data by the Municipal Statistics Office of the Metropolitan City of Florence.

In conclusion, the MPD time pattern reflects the OD one but the comparison is not completely
consistent as MPD processed by Vodafone do not follow the same rules of OD. Namely, the algorithm
applied by Vodafone is not aimed at identifying visitors/tourists but rather to detect groups of people
from their movements. In fact, the most important result of this analysis is the estimate of the number of
those who usually live in Florence without being officially registered. This estimate is very difficult to
obtain in other ways.

Figure 1. Metropolitan City of Florence. Monthly number of overnight stays (%). Note: our
processign of 2016 MPD data.

3. Bibliometric analysis and literature review

The proliferation of contributions on the use of MPD in tourism has become evident, not only in
scientific journals but also in reports and congress proceedings. We retrieved data from the Scopus
database, an important supplier of scientific literature. The search was performed in August 2020 with
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the following query applied to title field, keywords and abstract:

(“mobile positioning” OR “mobile tracking” OR “mobile phone” OR “smartphone”) AND
“tourism”.

Through the adopted query we retrieved from Scopus a greater number of publications
comparatively to Web of Science (WoS). As the merging of Scopus and WoS data is not completely
feasible as some bibliometric statistics are not consistent with each other’s, we used only Scopus data.

The 597 papers (corresponding to 1672 authors) retrieved were published between 2002–2021.
Out of 597, 279 (46.7%) are journal articles, and 251 (42%) are conference papers,which shows how
the topic is still in development with pilot and feasibility studies hosted in scientific meetings. As can
be seen in Figure 2, there is a sharp upward trend in the yearly number of publications with a weak
decrease in 2013-2015 and 2019, but perhaps, more recent data are not complete yet. The number of
papers by the country of the corresponding author is reported in Table 3: China and Italy are at the top
positions. The average number of authors per publication is 2.8, meaning that this kind of research is
conducted by teams.

The retrieved papers have been published in 389 sources (journals and others), of which the
most relevant are reported in Table 4. We argue that the main contributing sources are from ICT and
environmental areas, but there is a significant presence of some top journals in tourism. There are 9919
citations, most of them in sources specialized in tourism (Table 5).
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Figure 2. Number of retrieved papers by year. Note: our processing of retrieved Scopus data.
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Table 3. Top corresponding authors’ countries (total 1672 authors).

Country Papers

CHINA 67
ITALY 38
INDONESIA 31
SPAIN 27
USA 26
UNITED KINGDOM 29
JAPAN 23
SOUTH KOREA 24

Note: our processing of retrieved Scopus data.

Table 4. Number of papers by source (sources with at least 5 retrieved articles).
Source Number
Lecture Notes in Computer Science 26
ACM International Conference Proceeding Series 15
Tourism Management 10
Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering 9
Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing; Asia-pacifinc Journal of Tourism Research; Communications
in Computer and Information Science

8

CEUR Workshop Proceedings; Current Issues in Tourism; IOP Conference Series: Earth and Environmental
Science; Journal of Hospitality and Tourism Technology; Journal of Travel Research

7

Applied Mechanics and Materials; Journal of Physics: Conference Series; Sustainability (Switzerlad) 6
Annals of Tourism Research; Information Technology and Tourism; International archives of the
Photogrammetry Remote Sensig and Spatial Information Sciences; Journal of Travel and Tourism Marketing

5

Note: our processing of retrieved Scopus data.

Table 5. Top cited sources (over 50 citations).
Source # citations
Tourism Management 605
Annals of Tourism Research 418
Journal of Travel Research 375
Computer in Human Behavior 130
Management Information Systems Quarterly 103
Current Issues in Tourism 99
Tourism Geographies 82
Journal of Travel and Tourism Marketing 70
International Journal of Tourism Research; Journal of Hospitality and Tourism Technology 69
International Journal of Hospitality Management 66
International Journal of Contemporary Hospitality Management 65
Journal of Business Research 64
Information Management; Journal of Marketing Research 55
Information Technology Tourism; Journal of Marketing 54
Note: our processing of retrieved Scopus data.

The results in Table 5 are consistent with the list of the most frequent keywords (i.e. counts greater
than 10), which cover a total of 1477 occurrences. 758 occurrences (51.3%) are due to technical terms
(phones, telephone sets, mobile communication systems, etc.), 359 (24.3%) to general terms used in
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tourism studies (tourism industry, destinations, attractions, etc.), 286 (19.4%) are concerned with tourist
and travel behavior (including 68 papers on “augmented” or “virtual reality”), and 25 (2%) to population
statistics and surveys.

Due to these results, we applied an extensive reading of papers’ title and abstract in order to assess
which of the retrieved publications could contribute most to the production of tourism statistics; although
in some cases, these were circumscribed to local areas. We found 26 most significant papers, which are
reported in Table 6 in chronological order starting from the most recent.

As we can see from Table 6, almost all studies employed CDR data, the exception being Kubo et
al. (2020) who used aggregated data of passive events at the cell level. In some contributions, CDR data
are accompanied by the enhancement of mobile apps that allow the production of GPS data but that
require the direct involvement of the subscriber. For that reason, we identified such papers as “pilot
studies” or “studies aiming at specific research questions” to be distinguished from “feasibility studies”,
or from those that deal with larger scale experiments.

We can argue that in most cases the detection of tourists requires the simultaneous identification of
different groups of people moving in a territory. A relatively easier task is the detection of international
flows which appear to be the most frequent topic (13 out of 26).

A group of papers analyzed Estonia and constitutes the most developed works on MPD, as they
involve Ahas and collaborators, who began their experiments on MPD in 2005 (Ahas and Mark, 2005).
The papers by Ahas et al. (2007) and Ahas et al. (2008) include a systematic study on the use of MPD
for producing tourism statistics. In both articles, authors considered roaming data of the foreign mobile
phone call activities for 17 months (April 1, 2004 to August 31, 2005; call activities of 1.2 million
subscribers from 96 countries). The papers include an in-depth description of the transformation from
cell to municipality data, a discussion about the issues of data representativeness, which depends also
on the proportion of phones and phone use across nationalities. In Ahas et al. (2007), MPD succeeded
in describing different seasonality patterns related to different tourism products (e.g., mountain vs.
coastal areas). They obtained a Pearson correlation coefficient between MPD and official data up to
0.99 in some regions. The work by Kuusik et al. (2011) applied the methodology developed by Ahas
and collaborators for the identification of repeated visitors among foreign tourists. A repeat visit is
detected if the subscriber visits Estonia several times. Nilbe et al. (2014) still analyzed inbound flows
and distinguished regular and event visitors by applying the following rule: regular visitors are visitors
who went to Estonia, but did not visit the events analyzed (i.e., no call activities occurred at any of
the events considered). Raun and Ahas (2016) assessed CDR roaming data for counting the visitors in
the Estonian counties, without disentangling sub-populations of movers. It is a study at large scale in
terms of time (three years) and space (entire country). Authors found that the monthly number of nights
spent in Estonia generated from MPD was strongly correlated (Pearson correlation coefficient=0.96, 36
monthly data), with the number of nights spent from official accommodation statistics. In another study,
Sikder et al. (2016) faced the problem of identifying tourists. They applied several rules on CDR data
by tracking people movements, and developed a 0-100 score measuring the likelihood of a subscriber
to be a tourist. Finally, Saluveer et al. (2020) derived estimates of inbound and outbound tourists for
Estonia by using roaming and domestic data which served for checking the periods spent abroad by
Estonian residents. Four different groups were detected: 1) transit visitors, 2) migrant workers (including
students), 3) cross-border commuters, and 4) tourists as the remaining group. According to Eurostat
(2014a), the authors applied a period greater than 3 hours for inbound or outbound visits. Those authors
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also compared time patterns of mobile phone estimates and current estimates from official data (even in
this case the Pearson correlation coefficient between the number of nights spent at accommodation and
MPD was high).

Other contributions analyzed Indonesia, Slovakia, Spain, France, Latvia, and South Korea.
Uluwiyah and Setadi (2017) aimed at quantifying international tourism in Indonesia. Usual

environment was defined by the following rule: if a SIM was detected consecutively for 7 days or
intermittently more than 20 days per month, the user was not considered a tourist. The authors discussed
the representativeness of such data, and the estimation of foreign tourists was achieved also by using
data from the Immigration office (i.e., integration between MPD and administrative data).

Table 6. Main features of the 26 papers retrieved from Scopus database.

Author (year) Source Data Population
groups Territory/ scale Aims/ findings

Xu et al. (2021) Tour. Man. CDR records inbound flows South Korea Tourists dispersal

Arhipova et al.
(2020) Exp. Syst.

cell phone data
aggregated at 15
min interval

detecting activities
(and possibly
tourism activity)

Latvia Feasibility study

Hardy et al. (2020) Ann. Tour. Res. GPS and survey
(app) data (n <500) inbound flows Tasmania Tourists dispersals

Kubo et al. (2020) Tour. Man.
aggregated data at
cell level (passive
events)

domestic, inbound Japan (536
beaches)

Recreational value
of beaches

Park et al. (2020) Ann. Tour. res. Roaming data inbound flows South Korea Detecting hot spots
Saluveer et al.
(2020) Ann. Tour. Rees. CDR records inbound and

outbound flows Estonia Feasibility study

Šveda et al. (2019)
Geograficky
Casopis

CDR (roaming
data) inbound Slovakia Feasibility study

Wang et al. (2019) Adv. in Transp.
Police and Plann.

CDR dataset with
internet usage (11
days)

detecting activities Shanghai

Association
between mobile
usage and places
visited

Zhu et al. (2019) ISPRS In. Jour. of
Geo-Information CDR data Group movement

pattern Hainan (China) Feasibility study

Chen at al. (2018) IEEE Conference
Paper CDR data

detect population
groups (including
tourists)

Hainan (China) Feasibility study

Cousin and
Hillaireau (2018)

Economie et
Statistique
(INSEE)

aggregated CDR
data (29 provinces,
30 days)

inbound visitors France Feasibility study

García et al. (2018)
Boletin de
Estadistica e
Invest. Oper.

CDR data and
passive events

detect population
groups (including
tourists)

Spain (NUTS 2) Feasibility study

Park et al. (2018) Tour. Man. CDR records inbound flows City (South Korea) Planning non-stop
flights

Rodríguez et al.
(2018) Sensors GPS data (special

App)
mobility behavior
(sample)

Zeeland province
(NL)

Answer research
question

Wang et al. (2018) Transp. Res. Part
C

CDR data with
internet usage detecting activities Shanghai Mobile usage and

places visited

Yun et al. (2018) Asia Pacific Jour.
Tour. Res. GPS data sample of involved

visitors Seoul Answer research
question

Hardy et al. (2017) Inf. Tech. & Tour.
Mobile App - GPS
data (472 tourists
involved)

Tracking people
movements

Tasmania (local
area) Pilot study

Continued on next page
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Author (year) Source Data Population
groups Territory/scale Aims/findings

Uluwiyah and
Setadi (2017) IWBIS 2017 CDR data inbound visitors Indonesia Feasibility study

Raun et al. (2016) Tour. Man. CDR sample
(roaming) data inbound flows Estonia (county) Feasibility study

Sikder et al. (2016) IWBIS 2016 CDR data Tracking people
movements Bangladesh Feasibility study

Phithakkitnukoon
et al. (2015)

Jour. Pervasive and
Mobile Computing

GPS data (over
130,00 users)

Tracking people
movements Japan Feasibility study

Nilbe et al. (2014) Journ. Urb. Tech. CDR roaming data
(sample): 3 years

inbound flows:
event and regular
visitors

Estonia Answer research
question

Järv et al. (2012) Plos One CDR data
Domestic tourism
through traffic
flows

Estonia (Tallin) Feasibility study

Kuusik et al.
(2011)

Baltic Jour. of
Management CDR data inbound flows Estonia Segmentation

Ahas et al. (2008) Tour. Man. roaming data inbound flows Municipality
(Estonia) Feasibility study

Ahas et al. (2007) Tour. Man roaming data inbound flows Municipality
(Estonia) Feasibility study

Šveda et al. (2019) defined an incoming tourist in Slovakia as a subscriber of a foreign SIM card
with activity in the interval of 2–14 days during the calendar year (2016).

García et al. (2018) identified the group of tourists by distinguishing different people movements.
Usual environment (i.e. residence) was assigned empirically, taking into account the different places
where the cell phone had made overnight stays (between 0:00 and 8:00) in the previous six months.
Inbound tourists seem to take more trips than in official surveys because multiple destinations of one
trip are considered as different trips.

Even the paper by Cousin and Hillaireau (2018) aimed at developing a method for quantifying
the volume of international flows, and extensively discussed the estimation of the number of foreign
mobiles: it requires an adjustment taking into account the service provider’s market share of roaming
customers, by country of origin and operator in combination. In addition, another statistical adjustment
is related to mobile phone usage. The authors concluded that estimates obtained from MPD were not
yet of sufficient quality to replace the survey data currently used.

The paper by Arhipova et al. (2020) studied people movements for inferring economic features
of Latvia’s regions. Although not centered on tourism, this article is interesting, as due to privacy
restrictions, it used aggregated data at 15-min intervals in the area of each cellular base station, for the
period 2015–2018.

Finally, the work by Xu et al. (2021) included a large scale analysis of inbound flows also detecting
their statistical distributions across territories. The number of inbound tourists to destinations follows a
log-normal distribution, which indicates a noteworthy heterogeneity in tourism attractiveness of territories.

The remaining papers in Table 6 are pilot studies which used special mobile app with the direct
involvement of the subscriber. These papers are useful not only for appreciating the potentiality of
mobile data but also for knowing more about tourists’ use of smartphone, which can affect data accuracy
and reliability.
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4. Conclusion

MPD and related tracking technologies are seen as promising sources for large-scale surveys due
to the high pervasiveness of cellular phones within society.

The study carried out in this paper has attempted to highlight the recent contributions on the
use of MPD for improving tourism statistics. Positive findings are that in many studies, and also in
our empirical analysis, MPD show a variation over time consistent with and highly comparable to
that of the respective official statistics (accommodation data). Another important fact is that standard
procedures have been established for the use of MPD for producing statistics for international tourism,
and estimating the Balance of Payments (i.e., Estonia, Indonesia). That experience has also shown how
it is possible to share costs over different statistical domains.

However, most feasibility studies look at the correlation between the time patterns of the two
official sources (demand-side and, more often, accommodation data), whereas the numerical figures
are less discussed (Cousin and Hillaireau, 2018; Eurostat, 2014b; Saluveer et al., 2020). In addition,
experiences are mostly concentrated on international tourism as it is relatively easier to intercept, thanks
to roaming technology.

Rarely we have found the application of the standard definitions of a visitor, usual environment,
etc., as DMOs tend to apply “multi-purpose” processing of data in order to gain efficiency, instead of
personalizing the service that would be anyhow highly expensive (e.g. the case study of Florence).

MPD data are collected from the perspective of the tourist and a comparison with demand-side data
would be more appropriate although feasible only at the regional/national level. Thus, we can argue that MPD
can be used to potentially strengthen current tourism demand surveys through mixed-mode data collection
(Eurostat, 2014b). That is, MPD can be seen as an alternative to the “bookkeeping system” or “diary”.

Anyway, major issues still remain, including 1) how NSIs may obtain a more stable and continuous
access to the data of MNOs and organize MPD analysis in the wider process of the exploitation of big
data to gain in efficiency, and 2) the privacy concerns. With the pandemic experience, people might
accept a privacy-consensus use of MPD, as special apps (i.e., COVIDSafe in Australia, IMMUNI in
Italy, among others) and statistical models are being used to understand the spread of COVID-19 and to
predict and evaluate the impact of containment measures (European Commission, 2020).

After more than 15 years of work, the full exploitation of MPD is still far away, and some
expectations have been disappointed. However, we cannot speak of “a broken promise”, and we close
the paper citing Ahas et al. (2008): “. . . The world of ICT and society is developing so fast that today’s
problems and limitations will easily be surpassed tomorrow or the day after tomorrow. This also pertains
to the topic of data collection and cooperation with mobile operators and the standardisation of data and
analysis methods until they reach the level of official statistics”.

A decisive step in the use of MPD could be the involvement of the NSIs because this would
guarantee both the homogeneity of the definitions and the algorithms used. The involvement of the
Institutes would also guarantee the achievement of substantial economies of scale and, consequently, a
significant reduction in costs.
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